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formant for Lk comes from. The koriok mentioned in the first

quotation above, which through Westermann*s linguistic sketch

of 1944 (after field-notes of A.C. Beaton) has become known as

"oxorioic'% according to Kdhler (1955: map) lies exactly there

where Tucker & Bryan located it, i.e., to the south or south-

west of the Lotuko. Yet Westermann (1944:19) locates Oxoriok to

the area inhabited by Lk speakers:

Das Oxoriok wird gesprochen Im sQdlichen anglo-Sgypti-

schen Sudan im zentralen Distrikt der Mongalla-Provinz,

nach Beaton in den Ortschaften Liria, Ilyangari, Langabu

und Ngulire Cgulere),.,.

It seems likely that Beaton was not aware of the necessity

to linguistically distinguish the two LOTUKO-speaking groups

with very similar proper names.

Concerning the number of speakers of Lk I have no other fig-

ures than those given by Tucker & Bryan (see above)

.

My informant was Mr. Clement Dere Tranquillo, then 28

years old; he was born in Ngulere but grew up in Yambio, Nimule,

and Uganda (1955-1959). Mr. Tranquillo is a student at the Uni-

versity of Juba; he speaks English, Arabic, Bari, Lotuko, and a

little Swahili.

7.1.13. Lopit (Lp)

The Lopit call their language lop/t , Their number of speak-

ers is not known. To my knowledge, Driberg 1932, quoted here in

few cases, is the only source, containing little (lexical) data.

My informant was Mr. Victor Oromo Charity , then 27

years old. He was born and grew up in Habirongi, Lafit Mts.,

but also lived in Uganda between 1966 and 1972. Mr. Charity,

who speaks English, Arabic, and Lotuko, is employed as a book

keeper (accountant) by the Ministry of Health in Juba.

7.1.14. Lotuko (Lt)

Lt here is considered the "dominant" language within the LO-
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TUKO Group. It is spoken roughly by 10,000 persons (Tucker &

Bryan 1956:108) and called lotuxo by the Lotuko people (but

cf. Tucker & Bryan, loc.cit.)*

From a number of publications on Lt the most useful sources

are those of Father Muratori (1938, 1948). My own data derive

from information received from Mr. Martin 1 e h a, then 22

years old; he was born in Iloli Village near Torit where he al-

so lived until the age of 13. He then was sent to primary

schools, first in Uganda, and later in Nairobi, Kenya, where he

also attended secondary school. Since his return to the Southern

Sudan in 1977, Mr. Oleha has been employed as a youth officer

in the Ministry of Youths and Sports in Juba. He speaks English,

Arabic, Swahili, and Acholi.

7.1.15. Ongamo (On)

The language name on is used here in accordance with its

speakers' own name oggamo (sg oQgamonl ). Tucker & Bryan

(1956:112) estimated their number (following Fosbrooke 1954) to

be about 1,000. This figure is certainly far too high. Since

only elderly people are able to speak on - young people grow up

with Chagga as their first language - one may assume that mere-

ly two or three hundred people, if not less, have maintained

some practical language knowledge.

Probably, at the time when the sociologist H.A. Fosbrooke

collected first notes on on in the early 19S0s, the language

started dying out gradually. A short word-list compiled by Fle-

ming (1965), and single words scattered over a number of pages

in Ehret (1971, 1974a) were then incorporated into data present-

ed by Heine & VoEen (1975-76) who conducted field research du-

ring a short visit in February/March 1975. These data appear

here throughout, but occasional reference is also made to an

unpublished vocabulary by Ehret (1967).

7.1.16. Maasai (Ma)

This is the most important and widespread dialect of Maa,
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